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Category:Hikayat Category:Malay-language literature Category:Islamic literature Category:Jawi literature Category:TajweedSELENA Gomez is nothing if not a fierce advocate for LGBTQ women, stating earlier this year in an interview, “I’m a lesbian so I think I have a lot of lesbian friends and I think all women should be treated with respect and equality.” And while she hasn’t spoken out much on the ongoing Brett Kavanaugh confirmation hearings, she did lend her voice to the #Metoo movement during a powerful speech to GLAAD earlier this year. This weekend,
Gomez shared her thoughts on the fracas surrounding the notorious conservative judge’s nomination, after a number of women came forward about his alleged misconduct. After a 21-year-old college student shared a story of alleged sexual assault during his high school years, survivor Maria Gallagher became the second Kavanaugh accuser to publicly share her story. Gallagher later went on to publish a piece for The New York Times detailing her alleged encounter with Kavanaugh in 1982. “As a survivor myself, we’re in the midst of listening to these voices,” Gomez
told Variety. “We don’t all go through the same experiences, but we have one common thing: we are survivors. “I’m just grateful that we now have this platform — Kavanaugh and the rest of this administration and a majority of the Republican Party — is not the only platform. That we have more people speaking their truth.” Fellow actress Cynthia Nixon, who has been vocal throughout the confirmation process, also spoke out this weekend in support of Gallagher. “Brett Kavanaugh has done more to advance the rights of women than any other nominee in a generation,
and I am grateful that he is getting a fair hearing and that the investigation into his sexual misconduct is proceeding,” she said. “I have spent the last few days listening to courageous survivors who have shared their stories about sexual assault, and I believe them.” Kavanaugh has denied any wrongdoing, however Senate Democrats and some Republicans alike have questioned the timing of his nomination given reports of a previous incident in high school. That incident reportedly involved Kavanaugh and classmate Mark Judge who reportedly took photos or video of
the alleged incident with him. Judge has never spoken publicly about the matter. Despite those doubts, he was confirmed in August after a narrow
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